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Absbact In the study of ransportation in developing oountieVareas, economic data suctr as

population and employment is not always available. However, the conventional survey which requires

many surveyos and many hours of fieldworh does not necessarily guaranty accuracy of the data. On

the other hand, physical data such as remote-sensing data are in general available even in little
developed area and also reprcsent economic activities. The purpose ofthe present study is to develop a

s)6tem to estimate eoonomic data based on phpical data for transportation study in developing
countries/areas. The sptem requires a limited number of eonomic data samples to calibrate

estimation equations of eonomic data. We apply this system to the Sendai Mehopolitan Area to test

its validity in a situation where a omplete set of data is available. The result shows that the s)6tem can

substitute to some extent the conventional survey of economic data.

Key words: Remote-sensing Aerial photognphy, Physical data

l.INTRODUCTION

Regional and transportation planning always requires exact oconomic data such as population and

employment of a target rcgron. In developing counfiieVareas, however, therc are many cases that

economic data are not available, since no system that surve)t these eonomic data is developed
Because of this, it sometimes becomes needed to suwey them newly.

The suwey to obtain economic data needs not to be carried out with conventional methods in
advanced countries, but to be done in accordance with the actual cirqrmstances of developing
countrieVareas. In these countrieVareas, undeveloped transportation networks snrse some difEculties
of the survey in all of regions. High oosts with many suweyo$ are often required aspecially in rural
areas. Rapid economic development causes suwey results separated largely ftom the present condition,
since it will be summarized very at the later time. The surveyors who are not skilled well bring about

bad influences to the reliability of results. The simplicity of methodg prompt reports and reliability are

required in suweying economic data in the developing counfrieVareas.
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On the othel hand remote-sensing data obtained ftrom an artificid satellite is an excellent data resource

in terms of simplicity of methods, prcmpt reports and reliability. Remote-sensing data is available in
large regions in most of countries. This is also able to obtain the latest data of area instantaneously.

Furthermore, this is able to disregard enors in the field data coleaion stage besides it is easy to
process the data because of digializcd dara. Remote-sensing data scems to includc sociG€oonomic
information of the areas to some degee, although that itsof is not the pmsibility eonomic data
Thercfore, this provides useful information needed for regonal and transportation planning by the

method as described later.

The simplicity of methods, prompt reports and reliability of survey are also requested even in
advaned countries. In addition to these points, remote-sensing data also takes a low ost. Especially
this may be useful very mubh in the trend prediction in a short term.

The purpme of this paper is o develop a method to estimates social economic data ftom remote
sensing data. In this paper, the data represcnted to remotc-sensing dat4 which are scen to eyes and also

are able to measure physically, can be defined as phpical data. Population, ouput of ind$ries,
commercial sales needed for regional and hansportation planning are social economic data stemmed

from each activity of cities. These data are not seen to eyes and are not able to be measured phpically.
We can also say that the pwpose of this paper is to develop a method by which we can estimate social
economy data from physical data.

Population is eslimated from aerial by using the simple rcgression analysis. Many
attcntions to rclation between distance from centcr of a city and population density are dirpcfe4 and

for example, disrance ftom DID, population density and possession of cars are connectcd by some

functions. These researctres seem to be insufEcient to estimate economic data represcnt of complicatcd

urban activities. Miyamoto (1988) expanded the estimation object even to the quantity of cconomic
activities and theoretically developed a method which is able to estimate various city activiti€s by
using a principal omponent analpis.

High rcliable regression analysis was madg especially, in the estimation of populatioq and indicated

the pmsibility of basic suwey with simplicity and promptitude of report by adjusting the scale of
sampling in acoordance with aocuracy required. The fuzy theory was adopted to consider the

ambiguousncss of the data and used remote-sensing data by an artificial satellite from the viewpoint of
prompt report and easiness of processing data The accuracy of the estimation is obtained b somc

dcgrec. However, the relation betwepn the accuracy of data and acquisition cmt of physical data is not

clear. In other words, the cost performance such as level of difficulty of acquisition and a sample ratio
for the improvement of a@racy of an estimation s),stem are not clear, when an appropriate phpical
data is seleded from various ones. Because of this, the present paper makes clear the relation bctween

the acorracy of physical data and its acquisition ost and the effect of remote-sensing data as a

phpical data. Furthermore, the present paper studies the influenoe of classification for decreasing the

numberof samplingdata in a block random sampling
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2. DAIAAI{DMETHOD

2.I Phydcal lhh and Economfu Data

The diffiorlty of acquisition of data for surveying oondition of a city is various. The data that we can

read from a map or an aerial is easy to acquire. The data which wc can obtain only by
visiting houscs is to be diffiorlt to acquire. h this paper, the data obtained ftom a city is divided to two
and we conside.r the problem that eonomic data that is difficult to acquirc is estimated by phpical
data that is easy to aoquire.

Phpical data and eorpmic dat" arc in rclative rclation fiom a vicwpoint of the possibility of
acquisition. Phpical data in this paper is the data that is seen to the eye and pcsible to rcad ftom an

aerial photograph or a map. In the scnsg physical dala can say in other words as visible data On the

othcr hand, economic data indicates thc phpics quantity from the various adivities of the human

bcinp such as population, outputs of industries, corlmcrcc salcs amoun! trarsportation density and so

forth. Economic.leta is locarcd in the oppcile pole to phpical dat4 since this is gcnerally not secn to
the eye and diffiorlt to read from an aerial photograph or a map. Actuat data are localed benveen ttrcsc

both data and are classified acoording to the diffiorlty of acquisitio& cmt resffictions, purpmc and so

on. We can dcfine levcl of physical data as the position on the axis between physical data and

economic data. trvel I indicates the easiest data to seen to the eye and to obtain.

The performance of an estimation systcm in this paper should be evaluatcd ornprehensively by the
acoracy, mt, period of the estimation. The survey of eonomic data suctr as population and

employmcnt requircs long time and many costs, sinoe this is the hearing surve]6 by many surveyors.

In spite of long timc ard many costs, high acorrcy of survey can nol be expecrd cspecially, in
developing ounties. On thc other hand, the physical data is easily obtaine4 since this is tom
rcmotc-scnsing data aerial ptrotographs or simple field survep. The 6eld srrvey here is thinking the

survey that is not influcnced to thc ability of suwcyors. This kind of srwey dose rrct rcquirc high
skillsd suwsyers and can be easily conhollo4 sirrce main work are done by a few experts. The period

of survey, thereforc, bcomes short and the cost bcomes inexpensive.

Economic Data

Physical Data

Sales of Commerce

The number of Workers

Floor Use of Buildiags

Capacity of Buildings

Fac.tor of Location

The numberoffloors

easy + Easinessof Measuring ------) difEcult

Hgurt 1. Ph,,tdcal Data and Eonomlc Data in tsmrs ef r':n{iressofMeasrrhg

The physical daa is rankcd ftom a viewpoint of the easincss of acquisition as follonn. Firg of all, lwel
1 is Thcmatic Mappcr data itself that is obtained ftrom thc artificial satcllitc, IANI\SAT. Thematic
Mapper data is able to be processed by a few exporq sine it is digital rlate. [jvel 2 is tlre goup of
data which can bc obtained from aerial photographs. Although these are more expensive data in
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comparison with level 1 and are analogue data, furthermore the smaller data are obtained than the TM
data in terms of the definition in the presenl Needless to say, it becomes a premise that thcre are aerial
photographs in the area. trvel 3 makes the group of data that is obtained from simple field suwey and
aerial photographs. Actually, each data is located consecutively on an axis. The economic data are also

located from a viewpoint of acquisition. Therefore, each data is located on these two axes. For
example, data about building are located in Figure 1.

22 Remo6SmsingData

The rcmote-sensing data in this paper is obtained from TM (lhematic Mappe0 data of artificial
satellite IANDSAT. IANDSAT, an earth observation satellite, saves observation data with a regular
cycle about almst all area on the earth. This is radiating radio waves of the different frequency toward
the ground surface and receives the reflection from ground surface. The difference of reflection rate

indicates some information regarding gound surface. The data are uscd by more researchers than the

one of other satellite because of the upgnding disclosure. The data :ue now used not only as land
cover dat4 but also as the survey data of nafural resources, environment suweillance and so on.

Therc are two reasons why TM data of this LANDSAT are used in this paper. The first, this data is

saved as digital data This data is Computer C-ompatible T"pe ud the difference of rcflection rate is

given by values with 256 gradients every pixel of the size of about 3Om x 30m. This is indicating that
it is possible to treat this data easily in a computer like other physical data. The secon4 this data is

convcnient to be observed the change of information periodically, since the satellite omes bach on the

same point every 16 dap. There is an important meaning that we can obscrve the rapid change of the

city area in devcloping oountries.

23 Oasdfication

Many rxcarchers, for example, Hutchinson (1982) and Mason ef af (1988), examined classification
of remote-sensing data or TM data- However, h thi. pup"r, the purpose of classification of
remote-sensing data is to identify each land use which is included to the data" The charaderistics that
we perceive in the classification are density, texture and so on of each picture element. The space

defined with thc constitution vector with such plural characxeristics is termed the characteristic space.

The classification can be said that the characteristic space is dividcd on the basis of some classification

standards and the same labels are attached as picture element and homogeneity range.

The classification is carried out with the following procedurc almmt.

(1) First of all, the classification classes are set up in consideration of the characteristics of the

application purpose and image data. Furthermorg the classification class may be set up from the

characteristic of the image data that is exracted from the raining &ta
(2) Charactcrisic quantity represented them is founded.
(3) The raining data orresponding to classification classes is extracted to find out the standard of

classification.
(a) It is adopted as a method that the parts represented given classification class are sampled from the

image and the characteristic of 0re population is estimated.
(5) Evcry picture elemcnt is classified to the class by using the classification standard sct up above.

Therc arc two methods that the elements are classified every I picture element and are

donc every the homogeneous range where it is divided prcviously. There are multi levcl slice
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classifier, decision Eee classifier, minimum distance classifier, maximum likelihmd classifier and

so on, and the present paper adops the minimum distance classifier as described later.

The aocuracy and reliability of classification are confirmed by omparing the estimated data and the

training data and the data whose classification classes iue known.

2.4 Minimum Distance Classifier

Minimum distance classifier is the method that resemblance degree betrveen the picture element data

and the charaderistic of classification class is represented with the distance in characteristic space and

these data are classified by the shortest distance. As the distance in the characleristic space, the Euclid
distance, standard Euclid distance and Mahalanobis'generalized distance are used.

h ffi p"p.r, the neural network is adopted as the method and compared with the onventional
regression analysis to estimate the accuracy. The urban economic data such as the population, ouput
ofindustries are the objective variables and physical data are the explanation variables.

25 BhckRandom Sampling

This estimation system ties to develop the model that estimates the urban economic data of all area on
the basis of the ones in the poinS that were sampled. The urban eoonomic data of high acouacy
should be done with small number of sample preferably in terms of ort of the labor and cost.

For rcgarding this point, the block random sampling is adopted on the basis of the nend of land uses

with regard to the zone of the target area that is the result of classification analpis above mentioned.
Because the unit of rcsults of the classification analpis is a picture element, the data are aggregated in
the unit of the zone. The land use that ocorpies the majority of a zone is regarded as the representative
land use ofthe zone.

The flow that estimates eoonomic data is shown in Figure 2. We sample several points from the area

where we want to obtain economic data and combined economic data and phpical data in the points,

followed by the regression analpis. Hereafter, inputting all the physical daa of the area to the

regression equatiorl we estimate the economic data of the whole area

There are three land uses of residence, corlmerce and industry. As the selec-tion standard of phpical
dat4 the characteristic ofthe land use ofeach zone is adoped other than the level ofphysical data. In
other words, we select it as the difference between the characreristics of the residence, commerce and

industy ofeach zone, become evident.

For examplg in zones where the elements of residence are major, such as population and automobile
possession ratc arc estimatcd significantly. In zones where the elements of commerce are major, sales
amount and the employment of servioe indusry are estimated sigrificantly. In zones where the
elements of indusfies are major, outputs of indusfies are estimated sigrificantly. Table 1. shows an

example. The number in the table is respectively value of phpical data" As for zone 1, the value of the
eoonomic data with regard to the proper land use is large, because the value of physical data 3 is larger
in omparison with other 2 zones. Thug the difference of the characteristic of residence, commerce
and industry area is shown clear bctween zones.
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figur€ 2. Flow ofThis Research

Table l. Physical Data and Zone Data

In the case that the survey result of different economic data is obtained to the area, we qm improve

acoracy of estimation by inputting the data to the database as explanation variable.

Several zones are sampled from the database compmed of such phpical data The block random

sampling is adopted as sampling method, since this is able to express the constitution of database well

and-makes the number of sample data small. We do a simple field suwey eonomic data in the

sampled zones. The leaming is carried out to the neural network regarding phpical data and economic

datathat are obtained about the zones as teaching data- Substituting the physical daia for each zone to

the neural network that finished the leaming we estimate economic data of all the zones.

3. Estimation

We adopt population and employment as economic dat4 in this re.searrdr. In this chapter, at finl we

make clear what physical data are the most effective for eSimating these economic data Then, we

estimate the mosi optimal combination of physical dat4 in other words, we examine an excellent

method to the cost performance.

Joumal of the Eastern Asia Society tbr Transportalion Studies. Vol.4, No.3. October. 2001
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The data of Scndai city ip Japan is used as the inspection of the sptem in this paper. Althurgh the
main purpose of this sptem is the estimation of economic data in developing ounties, this is applied
to the area wherO is arranged all the economic data and physlcal data to conduct the ins@ion of this
s)6tem. City planning foundation surve)6 are carried out in Sendai city and divide in 756 zones the
target arca with the data that is able to become such phpical data candidate as populatiorl
employment and do on in each zone. We would use the data in 636 zones which are thoroughly saved
as inspec{ion data of this estimation system. The obcervation scene of the TM data is 107433 on April
116 in 1990 and the band is used ftom 1 to 7.

Actually available ph)6tcal data should be chosen when economic data arc actually estimated
Because the data whictt price is expensive or is difficult to be obtain, is not suitable as the physical data
in this paper. Considering the situation that we actually estimate economic data in developing
counties where we estimate them with only the data that we can obtain trom simple survcp,
remote-scnsing data and aerial photographq we use only these survey data in this paper. A database of
phpical data for each zone is required to estimate eonomic data from ttrem. The unit of physical data
shall show the charaderistic of the same zone. In the case that there are some stocks of suctr data that
is usefirl as the phpical data in devclopingcountries fortunately, we need to pay attention to this point.

Egu€3. Pixd and Zone

FIgurc 4 TM Date ln Arca and the Resdt of Discrlmlnatlon
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The unit of analpis is the zone of the city planning foundation survey as shown in Figure 3. The data

is bascd on the Seirdai city foundation srwey, 125,m0 map. Physical data are colleded and

aggregated in every zone and then economic data are estimated with thc value of density to every on

thc basis of them as shown in Figurc 4.

3.1 Clasdfcetion of Lantl Use

Classifications of land use foc sampling are residence, commerce, industry, farm, water and green, and

then the unit is a pixel of rcmote-sensing data The clmracteristics are uscd remotc-sensing data and are

given mean value and standard value of the TM rlata in 5 X 5 pixels, 180 rri next to ttre target pixel.

n"c"u." there is a rescarcfu result that the accuracy of estimation rises by onsidcring ttre periphery

land use. Twenty data arc sampled every land usc as the sampling data and then the classification

method is the minimumdistance classifier.

Table 2 shows the acolracy of classification of taining data thcmselves by TM d"ta. Although the

classification betwecn u6;ized area and non-ubanized area is almost satisfadory, the one of land

use in ubanized area has 5-l5Vo of. The rcason is reco$ized that there arc many places where

gornmercc and residcnce arc cocxisting Howcver, we think that the amracy is mt so low comparing

to the one of onvcntional classifications of land usc. Figure 5 shows the result of the estimation of
picture elements of all area on thc basis of the criteria of classification obtained. The oonstitution ratim

of land uses of zones arc strown in Table 3.

Tabl€ 2. Thc lf;ult of Estirnation of Tmining Data
Estimation

Rcsidence C.ommerce Industry Farm Water Green

Real
Data

Residence 95 5 0 0 0 0

Commerc l0 85 5 0 0 0

IndusW 0 5 95 0 0 0

Farm 3 0 0 n 0 0

Water

Grecn

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

100

0
0

100

Hit ltatio 0.954

Table 3. The Sherc of l.and Use by Zone

Residence C-ommerce Industrv Farm Grecn

Shar{70) 63.5 17.5

32 Sdecdon of Phydcal lhto

In estimating eonomic data of city, thc rclation betwecn the diffiarlty of acquisition of physical data

and the acoracy of estimation should be Studied.

0.35.013.5
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Residence

Oomnrra

Indnstry

Farm

Water

Gr€en

Figurcs. TheResltofClassification

The physical data are ranked in terms of the difficulty of acquisition. Then we estimate economic data

by using the physical data of each rank to check the improvement of the acqracy acoording o the

level of diffiarlty. The data rankcd Ll is the average of TM data inside the same zone. The data

ranked Lil are mean and standard value of the TM data" Then the data ranked Ll" is the number of
pixel imide the zone heated thc rcsult of classification of land use on the basis of thme data" The data

ranked L2 are the data suc}t as the distance from the centerofSendai city, the distance from the next
rail station and the arca of roads insidc the. The data rankd L3 is the data such as the total number of
buildings, the numbcr of buildings higher than 3 flmrq the numbcr of industial facilities, the number
apartrnent houses as thc data of building. The rcsult is shown in Figure 6. The data of [3 over is
necessary to obtain the rcsult whme oefficient of onclation is 0.9 or more.

fig;urc C Crrrdrdm CoeficitntsaocordingtoLevel of Phydcel Data

The result that thc onelation coefEcient of Ll" is higher thc onc of 12 in estimation of population
suggests the necessity of the classification of land In the case that we usc the only rcmote-sensingdata,
we qrn not estimate wcll. It is bccausc rcmotc-scnsing data d6c not have sigrificant information
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about upper layers structwe mainly. The definition of TM data that we used this time is 30 meters.

Then there is the possibility that the high estimation value is obtaine4 if remote-sensing data of higher
definition is used.

3J Block Random Sampling

In this se<Iion, we compare the effect of block random sampling on the basis of the tend of land use

obtained from the classification with simple random sampling. The physical data of L3 is used.

Figure 7. shows the relation between the number of sampling data and conelation coefficient in
estimation of population and figure 8. shows that of employment. Both figure show that we qrn

estimate economic data of high accuracy with a comparatively less sample number in comparison
with simple random sampling.
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figur€ 9. Estimation of Population lknst$

ffuurc 10. Estimation of Employments (Service)
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As shovm in figure 9. and 10., the acorracy of estimation of population dcnsity is not good in thc area

wlprc tluc are many apartment houses with many residential people in some subufts. It is because

tlrc difference of capacity of an irdividual apafiment house is not considercd in the phpical dala in
thh time. On the othcr hand, the estimation value of employment density is smaller than rcal data

about the center of city and is largcr in suburban area. This means that the densities of commeroe clme
to the qlerof cig are higlr ard thcn there are many cases that apartnent houses arc usod as residence

in tlrc peri$rry. This urban stnrcture is not reflccted in ttre result of estimation.

{C.mchxtagRemrls

Thc following result was obtained by this research.

(1) We are able to estimate economic data from physical data such as rcmote-semiing data ftom
TM data in developing ounries wlrere it is very diffioilt to obtain eonomic d"ta for the

reg|onal and transportation planning by a sptem. The phpical data used in this sptem makes

€stimation simple, prornpt and reliable. Then the sptem is applied to real city and ib reliability
to some extend is confirmed.

(2) Phpical data are ranked by the level of easiness of acquisition. The high estimation of 0.9 or

more coef8cient of conelation of reliability is possible by using the .l.ta that is obtained from

simple survey srrch as the general view of city and aerial.

(3) Block random sampling enables the accuracy of estimation higher. Then about?-Mo of sample

rate is enough to obtain high reliable result.

We apply this system to Sendai city, since we are able to obtain both economic data and physical data

for the confirmation of reliability. In case of the application this to developing counEieVarea$ we

should consider difference of social oonditions , for examplc, family sizc, t)?cs of ooonomic activities

and so forth.

To develop the method that we know the optimal size of zone is necessary as a future study. The size

of zonc at present study is very differcnt each other. We ex@ that we can improve the aoorracy by

using the zones of the unification size. Also, we have to eslimate other economic data than population

and cmployment. kr addition that" we have to confirm the ef6ciency the ETM daE whose definition is

higherthan TM data
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